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Boston, MA, January 15, 2018– Beacon Gallery is pleased to announce its show “Praxis: Malcolm
Montague Davis.” This solo show focuses on Davis’ paintings and the three-dimensional models which
are the foundation for his work.
“Praxis: Malcolm Montague Davis” will run from February 2nd through March 11th. The gallery will host
an opening evening Friday February 2nd from 6-8 pm.
Davis’ work is a study in color and the use of light and shadow. Taking on subjects as diverse as New
Mexico’s Chama Valley to Boston’s MBTA underground train crossings, Davis demonstrates how his
theory-into-practice approach to art creates unique artwork that is both modern and retro at the same
time.

With Davis’s meticulous geometry, and his focus on color, each piece of art reflects his intense devotion
to lines, light, shadow and detail.
Christine O’Donnell, the owner and manager of Beacon Gallery, says, “Davis’ work taking 3D models and
turning them into stunning paintings is remarkable. His use of color blocks transforms landscapes,
homes and transportation into intellectually stimulating works of art. The precision of his work seems
computer generated in its perfection, yet is all done by hand.”
Davis’s various Railroad Series: Class One Railroad Series, Mergers & Acquisitions Series, as well as the
Sierra Nevada Railroad Series also have special meaning for the artist. Malcolm Montague Davis’s great
grandfather, Samuel Skerry Montague, was the Chief Engineer of the Central Pacific Railroad and
responsible for building the western half of the Transcontinental railroad. “S.S.” Montague is pictured at
left shaking hands with Grenville M. Dodge, Chief Engineer for the Union Pacific, in the famous “Golden
Spike” photo taken at Promontory Summit, Utah in 1869 below.

“Praxis: Malcolm Montague Davis” will run through March 11th. Gallery hours are Wednesday through
Friday 10-5 pm, and Saturday and Sunday 12-5, and by appointment. Davis will be present at the
opening on February 2nd. For photographs or additional information, please contact Rachel Legault at
marketing@beacongallery.com or refer to our website, www.beacongallery.com.
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